A Certified GameChanger

Testing your long distance IP runs

U.S. Patent No.’s 10,453,589 & 11,107,605
Testing for Certification
Whether you’re submitting certified test results for the 25 Year GameChanger Warranty, or just looking to ensure the success of your installation, testing your long distance cabling channels has never been easier. Before you get started, make sure you’re using software v6.0 or higher on your Fluke DSX Cable Analyzer.

Selecting the Cable Type
To ensure appropriate results, select:
Cable Groups > Manufacturers > GameChanger > Then pick your GameChanger Cable Construction

Selecting the Test Limit
Next you’ll need to select the appropriate Test Limit.
Select Vendor > Then pick either the 1Gb (for lengths up to 656’) or 10Mb (between 656’-850’) test.

Qualifying Your Project For the Paige 25 Year Warranty
Send your testing results to warranty@paigedatacom.com

Using a different tester?
GameChanger testing is also available with:

AEM Test Pro - v1.3.1+
Trend Networks LanTEK III, IV - v3.217+
NETSCOUT OneTouch AT
Softing WireXpert - v8.0+
Viavi T-BERD 5800v2; 5882; 5800-100G5
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